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ADVAHOM RESTRICTED REPORT

AllXU?ERIM3NTAL IT!TVESTIGATIONOF E’LOW

TUBE BAHKS

ACROSS

By M. J. Brevoort and A. N. Tifford

SUMMARY
.m ------- .

An experimental investigation o: the details of the
flow of flulds across tube banks has been oonducted. In-
formation that clartfies the picture of the flow has been
obtained by surveys of total, dynamic, and static pressure,
by visualization of the flow through the use of titanium
tetrachloride smoke, by thcrnooouple surveys of heated
tubes, and by hot-wire surveys of both heated and unheated
tubes.

Il!TTRODUCTIOIT

The object of good design in heat exchangers is to
obtain a high ratio of heat transfer to pressure drop.
In the design of’tubular I,ntermolers for aircraft, tubes
of circular cross section are generally used. In refer-
ence 1 pressure-drop and heat-transfer data for various
bank arrangements of such tubes have been published. At
best, the ratio of heat transfer to pressure drop when
the air passes across the tubes is half that obtained when
alr passes through the tubes.

The question then arises as to why flow across tube
banks should be so nuch less efficient than flow through
tubes. The answer is known in a general way. I’Iow through
tubes is entirely frictional: whereas, in flow aoross
tubes, the boundary layer breaks away from the rear surface* - ---
of the tubes and vortices are qhed. The shedding of vorti-
oes accounts for the low ratio of heat transfer to pressure.
drop.

‘The present work iS a detailed study of the flow con-
ditions existing in a bank of staggered circular tuties.
The object of the study has been to olarify the physical
picture of the phenomena occurring in tube banks.
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AFPARATUS AND MZTEODS ,

l?hemeasurements presented in this renort ware taken
in the duct shown in fib-re 1. The static press-=e ahead
of the bank of tubes was measured at the to-l>w+.17.at a tlis-
tance of 13 fe”etdownstream from t~o ontr~aco. I!;.e9:azic
pressure wa~ aleo mea~urod At.the top wall 2 feet hehi.nd
the hank of tubes. . .
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A tube bank was
long and 2.25 inches
Inches and sta~gered

—. minimum of expansion
ml

K’
A

~.. ....

,mado of wooden circular tubes 8 inches
In diameter spaoed transversely 2.49
longitudinally in suoh a way,that a
and contraction was experienoefl as

the air passed through the bank (fig. 2). ~he bank was
composed of nine rows with four tubes In eaoh row. Half
tubes were used at the walls to fill out the tube bank and
to reduoe the effect of the side walls.

One tube near the middle of eaoh row had surfaoe ori-
fioes 180° apart for measuring pressures normnl to the
tube surface. [See fig. 3.) qhe tubes were set in the
bank Inosuoh a position that the open ends of the tubing
were 90 from the stngnatien point of the tubes. Pressure-
drop data in the bank wero obtnined by me~.ns of the statio-
preseure measurements of these tubes. One of tho tubes
was mounted on a pin and the entire tube was rotated to
obtain data for the static-pressure distribution around
the clrcunference of the tube. Tho effect of bank depth
was obtained by adding rows to and subtracting rows from
the bank.

Deter~inations of the flow ne=r the surface of a
tube were made ~rltha hot wire mounted 0.014 Inch from
the surface of the rotatable tube. The hot wire was one
arm of ELi~heatstone bridge: the other three arms were
fixed conntantan resistances. The current supplied to the
brid~e was varied during the measurements to keep the hot
wire at a constant temperature - just below red heat.
!l!hebridge had originally been so adjusted that the re-
sist~noe of the wtre corre~pondtnG to this temperature
balanced the bridge. The amount of current required to
balcnce the brid~e at each pos~tion of the hot wire is a
measure of the local velooity of the air. The hot wire
itself was a l-inch lenGth of 0.003-inoh-dlaneter plati-
num wire.

A brass tube of the same dimensions as the wooden
tube previously described and oontalning an internal 350-
watt heating 0011 was”inserted into the bank. Eot-wire
surveys of the heated surfaoe were taken. In addition,
an Iron-constantan thermocouple was Iabedded about 1/16
inch below the surface and a temperature survey of the
tube surface was taken.

Statio-pressure and total-pressime surveys were taken
in the fifth row of the bank by means of the apparatus
shown In figure 4. A 0.004.imoh-diameter hole was drilled. .
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+n the #ide of the 0.030-inch-diameter tubing, which was
closed &t the lower end. The tube tahaft.extended about
4 incheg below the top of the bank ~ndcould be moved
along a slit in the top of the duet. As the tube could
be rotated, the drilled hole could be placed in any desired
position around the axis of rotation.

R~SULTS AED DISCUSSION

A survey of the total”pressure,.the static pressure,
and the t!ynamtcpressure 12 inches behind the bank of
circular tubes was taken with P.pitot-st~.tio tube. The
traverse (fig. 5) showed that the static pressure was uni-
form across the duct cross eection but that the total
pressure varied acoording to the geometrical arrangement
of the last row of the bank OE tubes. The dyn~mic-pressure
traverse shows these variation in greatvir detail. The
strcight line at 0.41 inch ofl”nlcohol, representing the dy-
namic pressure measnred ahead of the bank, is lover than
the aver~.ce dynamic presmre ne~sured behind the bank.
The reason for this discrepancy Is t:-.elargp-scale turbu-
lence, set u~ by tho bank, causing the dynamic-pressure
values behind the bank to bc too hi~h, as explained in
raference 2. The vnriation of the dynamic pressure across
the duct follows the geonetry of tho laet row of tubes;
thr.tis, the dynamic Eressure is high In the open spaces
and lotfbehind the tubes. Tho distributions of total,
static, and dynamic pressure were found to be symmetrical
about tho center llne aad only half a section is there-
fore shown in figure 5.

VISUALIZATION 03 THE FLOW T3ROUGH THE BANK

The front stagnation point of a.tube in the first and
fifth rows of the br.nk was painted wfth titanium tetra-
chlorids and the path followed by the resultznt smoke was
observed through a tre.nspe.rentcelluloid wind.o!r.At vary
low Reynolds numbers the flol~~rouad the iube in the first
row was similar to tke potential-flow pattern shown in (a)
of flguro 6. There was no cleat-air region at tka :-es,’::f
the tube and the wake formed n str?i~ht i~ne f?.lamI”Tt~::-
tending to the next tcbe In the third row. ‘$~.~]ij-~...1:-r-
speed was increased a little, the straight liJ:J ~i:.-.n?t?t

was observed to oscillate &lightly; further increaqss in

. .
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airspeed increased the magnitude of these oscill-ati-onsun- .
til a oomplete von K&rm&n ~ortex street (fig. 6(b)) was
formed.. At a Reynolds number of 1000, a von K&rm&n vortex

N street exleted behind the tube In the first”rowo whereas

~ an unorganized ehedding of vortio.es (fig. 6(c3))”wssob- .
served behind the tube in the fifth row. The $ormation

d of a von IC&rdn vortex street behind the tube in the first
row is analogous to the formatl.on of a vortex street be-
hind a circular cylinder in the free air stream (referenee
3, pp. 227-228). !I!hevortices behind the tube in the
fifth row are a comhlnation of the vortioes shed by that
tube and the vortioeta shed by the tubes in the rows far-
ther fortrard. The superposit~on of these vortices aooounts
for their apparently unorganliited appearance. As the air-
speed was further increased, the vortex formation behind
the f~rst row appeared to becoi~e two symmetrical standing
vortiqes (fig. 6(d)). At the sate Reynolds number of 7000,
the wake behind the tube in the fifth row was diffusely
turbulent (fig. 6(e)) and had no definite vorte? struo-
ture. This difference in the flow In the first and fifth
rows e~~lains the entrance effect (reference 1), As the
speed of the cir increases, it takes a snaller number of
rows of tubes to cause the flow pattern to become dlffused-
ly turbulent.

TOTAL-PRZSSU.W AND DYNAiiIC-PRESSURE SURVEYS IN THE BANK

A survey of the total and dynamic pressures in row 5
was talcen by means of the apparatus shown in figure 4.
At each point of the traverse the maximum reading - that
is, the total pressure - was taken: the measuring hole
was then rotated and a uiniaum reading taken. This nini-
mum reading measures the total pressure minus a constant
times the dynandc pressure. By the use of this relation,
%he.variation in the dynami.opressure is obtained.

The marked variations of the total pressure and the
dynanie pressure in a bank are shown in figure 7. Immedi-
ately behind a tube (survey I) there ie a broad wake o-f
low total-pressure fluid. As the fluid accelerates into
the ~ininum free area between tubes, the low total-
prepsure fluid picke up energy (surveys II and III). BY
the time the next tube two rows down the bank is reached,
the total pressure Is almost uniform across the moss sec-
tton (survey IV). The traverse of dynamic pressure di-
reotly behind a tube (survey I) shows a broad wake of the

.— — .— — —- .— —
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low dynamio-pressure fluid. As the fluid accelerates into
the minimum area between tubes (surveys II aud III), how-
ever, t~e low-velocity fluid in the center does not accel-
erate any fagter than the rest of the fluld. Consequently,
even at the minimum area between tubes (survey III), the
oentral fluid has a very low veloclty. !l!hevelocity of
the central fluid again deareases to zero (survey IV) as
the stagnation point of the next tube downstream is ap- .
proaahed.

These surveys make It 03ear that, when fluid flows
across a bank of tubes, the e:fects of the walcebehind in-

. divldual tubes extend to the following tubes. The two
principal phenomena occurring are the foruation of a
‘dead-airm region behind each tube, which prevents the
main fluid stream from expanding appreciably, and the main-
tenance of a low-velocity “sheet down the center of the
open space between tubes. This sheet of low-velocity fluid
reacts upon the adjacent fluid as if it were a semisolid
-wall that, together ~.?iththe iteighboring tube wallsg forms
a frictional passage through which the main fluld stream
flows . The hydraulic diameter that is used in describing I
the frictional charao$aristlcs of the flow Is the hydraulic
diameter of this ‘pseudo-passage,W which has the sane di-
mensions as half the minimum passage between tubes of the
same row.

FORM DW COEFFICIZW2S OilCIRCULAR TUBZS

The pressure distributions at the tube surface in var-
ious rows of the bank investigated at two Reynolds num-
bers, 42,300 and 70,600, based on tube dianeter, were slm-
Ilar to the pressure distributions presented In reference
4. !Chese pressure distributions were used to obtain the
form drag coefficients of the tubes. The drag coefficient
of a tube in the bank is not comparable with the drag
coefficient of a tube in the free air stream beoause of
the difference in the velocity fields in the two cases.
Figure 8 shows the Zorp drag coefficient as a function of
the bank depth. The variation of the form drag coeffi-
cient with the tank depth is easily explained by the smoke
surveys described earlier. The flow over the first row of
the hank 2s laninar ahead of breakaway just as it would be
in the ~ase of a tube in the free air stream. The flow
over the eeoond row differs from laminar flow by the
amount of oscillation of the flow caused by the first row.
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The flow over the third now Is affected by the os”el’~a%ions
oaueed by the first and the seoond rows and so on with the
succeeding rows. The relatively undisturbed flow over the
first few rows oauses their form drag ooeffiolents to be
high just as the form drag aoeffiotents of oiroular cylin- ‘
ders in the free air stream are high when the flow is very.
laminar. After three or four rows have been -passed, the
flow becomeB very turbulent and the form drag ooeffioients
thereafter are constant. Zhe last row has a nuch lower
form drag than have the preceding rows because of the re-
duaed dynamic pressure and the accompanying increased
statio pressure at the rear of the row.

!!!OTALDUG COEFZ’ICIiiUTSOF CIRCULAR”TUBZIS

E’igure 9 shows the pressure-drop data obtained from
a 9-row bank of circular tubes. The average pressure
drop per row was added to the over-all pressure drop
across the 9-row bank to obtain values for plotting the
dashed line representing the pressure drop aorostsa 10-
row bhnkc Datia from mea~urements on a 10-row bank fall
along this line, which serves as a check upon the measure-
ments.

Tiletotal drag coefficients of circular tubes in a
bank are obtained from the pressure-drop data by means
of the relation

() s+DtOn=:_
Dt

row :

.At a Reynolds number of 42,300 the total drag coefficient
Ie 0.539. The form drag coefficient was measured earlier
as 0.468 and the,difference, ~il~ch is the friction drag
coefficient, is 0.071. Friction aacounts for 13.2 per-
oent of the total drng. S5milarly nt a Reynolds number of
70,500 the total drmg coaffioiqut is 0.495, the fom drag
coefficient is 0.427, and ths friction drag coefficient is
0.068. ?lriotion aocounte for 13.7 percent of the total
drag. In reference 5 the friotion drag of a single oir-
cular tube in the free air strer.mwas found to be 2 per-
cent of the total drag at a Reynolds number of 40,000.
The results show that the inclusion of the tube in a bank
spaced with s/Dt = 1.106 Increases the friction drag
to 13 peroent of the total drag.

..
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Tha total drag coefficient at a Reynolds number of
20,00&ms a function of the spacing of the tube bank has
bsen pl~%ted in fi~~re 10 from faired data from refer- “

,,enae 10 The data o%%ained agree well with this plot.. “
The tkeoretlcal friotion line is based upon the friction-
al.hydraulic diameter discussed earliera The two experi-

‘-mmtd points agree surprisingly well with the theoretical
frict$en line coneldering that they are calculated as the
difference between two large quantities, the total drag
coefficient and the form drag coefficient.
--

HOT-VIIE SUIIVEYS OF CIRCULAR WBES

Figure 11 shows typical data obtainod in hot-wire
surveys of the tube surface in rows 1, 2, and 4 and in .
the last row. The entranoe effect 1s clecrly seen iu.rows
1 and 2. There is early breakaway fl”omthe tube surface
in t,heeerows beoau~e of the relatively laminar air flow .
deecrlBecZ earlier. The d&%a for row 4 are ty~ical of
tubes deep in the baak. A l,r.=l:in cooling occurs at be=
tw.een70° and 90° fro~ the front stagnation potnt. !lubes
in the lant raw Ehou n.lar~e re~icn of breakaway, whio.h
is, of course, a result of the large expauston behind the
bank.

Figure 12 gives the results of hot-wire surveys on a
circular tube in the free air stream at three Reynolds
numbers: 8,990, 23,700, ant 41,500. These results lnd$-
oate that the front of the tube Is more effeatlve in cool-
ing than the rear of the tube.

Iiot-wire surveys of an internally heated brass tube
placed in various rows of the bank agree, in general,
with the enrlier surveys (Yig. 11) but show progressively
less cooling toward the rear of the tube (fig. 13) because
of the increasing temperature of the air film. (Similar
re~-dts were obtained for a sia~le tube in the free air
streau.) Figure 14 showe typical data obtained by means
of a thermocouple survey of the heated tube surface at 9
Reynolds number of 42,300. The average temperature dif-
ference avnilable for cooling was 3.87 millivolts,, whi~
corresponds to 128;4° F, nnd the amount of heat dissipated
wae 0.244 3tu per second. The nverage heat-transfer coef-
ficient was therefore 0.00483 Btu per second per ‘F per
square foot. When tho thermal conductivity of the air at
the ‘filmn temperature of TM - * (Tw - Tia) (reference 1)
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is used, Husseltls number is calculated to be 204.5, whioh
agrees with the data of reference 1.

00?IOLUDIHGIUULAEICS

Several experimental methods have been used in th~s
study an~ new information that clarifies the picture of
the flow of fluid across tube banks has been obtained.
Titanium.tetrachloride smoke surveys clearly showed the
increase of the turbulence of the flow with the depth of
the hank. Surveys of the statlo pressure at the surface
of tubes in eaoh row indicated that, at a Reynolds number
of 40,000, the effects of the smoother flow in the first
few rows extended at least three rows into the bank. At
the sllghtly lower Reynolds numbers at which aircraft
heat exche,ngers usually operate, smoke surveys indicated
that the entrance effects extended about four rows into
the hank.

Total-prehsure and dynanic-pressurp survoys”deep In
the bank revealed that a broad wake behind each tube af-
fected the flow over the O~cceeding tubes. Because of
the ualce, a sheet of low-velocity fluid was maintained
down the center of the space between tubes. The air flowed
frictionally through the passage between this sheet and the
tube surface. When the bank spacing was 1.11 times the
tube dimaeter, friction accounted for 13 percent of the
pressure drop. As the spacing decreased, the amount of
friction increased.

Hot-wire surveys of the surface of tubes in each row
showed that, for tubes deep in the bank, a peak in oooling
ocourred at between 70° and.90° from the front stagnation
point of the tube and a slight peak occurred at the rear
of the tube. A comparison of the hot-wire surveys of the
surface of heated tubes with the hot-wire surveys of the
surface of unheated tubes both in a bank and in the free
air stream showed that the only effect of heating was
progressively less cooling toward the rear of the tube.
There was no evidence that the vortices at the rear of the
tube were coqosed of cool air, as has sometimes been
maintained”.

Langley IienorialAeronautical Laboratory,
Rational A&vlsory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langhy I’leld,Va.
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Figs. 1,3
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Figure 1.- Experimental duct showing
Doeition of bank of tubes.
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Figure 3.- Tube with static-pressure measuring tubing.
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Figure 2.- Cross section of tube bank showing arrangement and
spaciz~ of tubes.
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Figure 5.- Survey 12 inches behind bank of cl~cuiar tU’Des.
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(a)
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Figu~? 4.- Apri?atus ~or pressurs surveys
insiie bank.

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6.- F1OWpatterns.
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Figure 7.- Total-pressure and d:mamic-pressur; surveys
in bank of circular tu.b~s 3t pv:t,i,..= Q2,0:;:.
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Figure 10.- Total drag coefficient as a
function of spacing at pVDt/V = 20,000
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Fiyre 17..- Hot-wire survey? of ?urf’ace of circular
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Figure 12.- Fot-wire survey? of circu!.ar cylinder
in free air ~trem.
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Hot-wire
surveys
of the
surface
of the
bras~
tube in
row ? at
pVDt/p =
74,000.
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Figure 14.- Thermocou~le surve~rof the surface of a heated
brac~ eirculPLl-tube in a bank at pVDt.lk= 42,300.
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